
Job offer, September 2012

Klewel is active in the field of webcasting, by providing leading edge solutions for efficiently 
capturing, archiving and searching the information contained in multimedia digital recordings 
of presentations and conferences. Our main product, Triskel, is a comprehensive webcasting 
solution, with an audiovisual recording station linked to a web platform that makes it possible 
to automatically reference, edit and publish content (audio, video and slides). To support the 
development  and  the  needs  of  our  innovative  webcasting  solution,  we  are  looking  to 
strengthen our team located in Martigny with a :

Front-end Web Developer

Job description
You will  be part of a small,  young, highly skilled software engineering team, and be fully 
responsible for the design and front-end aspects of our web applications: the administration 
portal allowing to edit and publish content and the publishing portal, including players for all 
kind of devices, be them desktop, tablets and smartphones.

Responsibilities
● Work with latest  methodologies and technologies  along with  several  cutting  edge 

open source projects: you are a scrum enthusiast, appreciate the use of continuous 
integration  at  all  levels  and  want  to  stay  up-to-date  on  the  latest  front-end 
technologies to keep sites fast and lean.

● Expert  in  user  experience  and  interaction  graphic  design:  apart  from  excellent 
website appearance and usability, you do not only know where to put the buttons, 
what they do and what steps users will need to take to accomplish a particular action, 
but you also design and make them interactive.

Requirements
● Website design experience with a great eye on design
● Expert proficiency with JavaScript, jQuery
● Proficient with HTML5/CSS3 (960gs, Bootstrap, Foundation)
● Experience with MVC/MTV design pattern (Django)
● Development for mobile devices (web apps, iOS, Android)

Desired Skills
● Websockets (Socket.IO)
● Previous Django experience
● Proficiency in design applications such as Photoshop and Illustrator

Does this sound like a good match? Are you ready to join us and contribute your expertise to 
our  company?  If  yes,  we  look  forward  to  receiving  your  application  at 
jointheteam@klewel.com

http://www.klewel.com 
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